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THE LIFE OF SIR VICTOR HORSLEY.
(With Portrait Plate.)

SIR VICTOR HORSLEY died on July 16th, 1916, at Amara
on the Tigris while consulting surgeon to the British
forces in Mesopotamia. In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
of July 29th, 1916, was published a sketch of his life, in
wlhiclh an endeavour was made to indicate briefly the main

facts of his brilliant career. It was not possible to do
more, for Horsley's interests extended in many directions
and in every field he entered, his virile intellect, his energy,
and his powers as a leader of men quickly won for him a
commanding position. His industry in collecting facts and
hiis skill in marshalling them were only less remarkable
than his grasp of principles and clear view of the result to
be attained. Witli the help of the Medical Secretary of the
British Medical Association (Dr. Alfred Cox) we were then
able to give a fairly full account of his services to the profes-
sion through the British Medical Association, which, ditectly
or indirectly, include most of his medico-political work. But
it was not possible at that time to attempt any adequate
estimate of his achievement as a neurologist and pioneer
in the surgery of the central nervous system: the subject
was too large. Nor were we able to give an account of his
military services during the war owing to the lack of
sufficient information inevitable in the circumstances of
the time. Mr. STEPHEN PAGET has now written a biography I
in which all the aspects of Horsley's strenuous life
are depicted with the writer's accustomed sympathy
and skill. It has been read no doubt ere this by
many members of the profession, and we can only
regret that the publishers lhave considered it necessary to
put so high a price on the volume, for it is one that should
be read by all of us for tlle interest of the story and the
stimulating lessons to be found in it. It has been thought
tlhat a further tribute to Horsley's eminent qualities and
aclhievements could here best be rendered by asking two
colleagues intimately associated with him, the one in his
work as a surgeon in civil life and the other during the
war, to give our readers their estimate of the manner in
whiclh Mr. Paget has accomplished his task.
The obituary notice published in 1916 was illustrated

by a portrait which some of his friends preferred; but
others lhave since expressed a wish to have a remembrance
of him in less stern mood, and this opportunity has been
taken to present another portrait which we feel sure many
will be glad to possess.

NEUROLOGY AND SURGERY.
We are indebted to Mr. PERCY SARGENT, C.M.G., D.S.O.,

surgeon to the National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, Queen Square, where Horsley did mauc of his
work on the surgery of the brain and spinal cord, for the
following observations on the earlier part of Mr. Paget's
volume:

It is difficult at the present time to form a just estimate
of Sir Victor Horsley, or to define tlhe exact position wlich
future generations will assign to him upon the roll of
honour of British Medicine. We are too near to the
controversies in wlhich he played a leading part in the
years immediately preceding the war to see him in true
perspective, for the dust of conflict still obscures our
vision. Mr. Stephlen Paget has given us a study of his life
and work whicih is of absorbing interest. It goes far
to satisfy tlhose wlhose admiration comes near to hero-
worsllip, and it rebukes those who allow political views to
warp their appreciation of his greatness in the world of
science. Mr. Paget lhas no hesitation in placing, Horsley
amongst the greatest of surgeons of all time: "lHe is witlh
Ambroise Par6, Lister, and Hunter: with them, not below
them."
To those wlho never came into personal contact witl

Horsley, or wlho are only vaguely aware of what he did
for plhysioloay -aand for surgery, the record of energy
expended anid worl accomplislhed may well appear almost
incredible. It is one of tle features of Mr. Paet's book

that we are never allowed to lose sight of the restless
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1Sir Victor Horslev. A Study of His Life and Work. By Stephen
Paget, F.R.C.I. London: Constable and ;o., Ltd. 1919. (Demy 8vo,
ppI xi+ 358; illustrated. 21s. netj

energy and indomitable courage wlhich characterized all
that Horsley undertook.

Gifted men are often lazy; workers of less ability may
surpass tlem by industry and perseverence, but the com-
bination of intellectial brilliance with tireless industry io
rarely found. When it is, once in a generation or two, we
get a Victor Horsley. Men of his gifts lhave often been
born at an unpropitious time, into an age which knew
them not nor cared to know them; their gospel has fallehi
upon deaf ears, and it has been for some future generation
to appreciate their worth. It was not so with Horsley.
The scientific age was ready for him, and he came into
his kingdom in princely fashion. The genius of' Lister
had not only tlhrown open to his successors the doors of a
new surgery, but it had also shaken the complacency of an
older generation of surgeons. Not only in these ways was
Horsley favoured, but he came at once into contact with
men of broad views and wide sympathies, men whose own
names are houselhold words, and by whom thie brilliant
young scientist was stimulated and encouraged. One
illustration alone is sufficient. The Commission appointed
by the Local Government Board to inquire into Pasteur's
treatment of rabies consisted of Sir James Paget, Sir
Lauder Brunton, Dr. Oeorge Fleming, Lord Lister, Sir
Richard Quain, Sir Henry Roscoe, and Sir John Burdon-
Sanderson, and .Horsley as its Secretary. To the casual
observer at that time lhe must have seemed but a pigmy
amongst the giants, yet le was destined to outgrow them
all, and to leave behind a name second to -none, save
perlhaps that of Lister.
So many and so varied were Horsley's contributions to

medical science, that Mr. Paget has had a difficult task to6
review them in so comparatively small a volume. He has'
acllieved it with admirable clearness. The research work
is described under three main headings: (1) The localiza-
tion of function in the brain: (2) the tlhyroid gland; and
(3) tlle protective treatment against rabies. The chapters
on myxoedema and rabies furnish a concise epitome, in
the first case of the progress of knowledge regarding tlhe
functions of the thyroid gland from 1873 to 189 and in
the second, of the history of the stamping out of a prevent-
able disease in the face of the incredibly stupid opposition
of the antivivisectionists. In both these directions the
dominant share taken by Horsley is clearly indicated.
The greatest of the three divisions of Horsley's research
work concerns the central nervous system. Of this Paget

says: "It was natural that Horsley shlould tftke the brain
as his chief subject of study. All that 'Was intellectual in
him urged him to care more for thle seat of imtellect
than for any other organ in the body; it offered him
problems and opportunities and rewards that nothing else
could offer." What interested hiinm most of all was the
central representation of function, for he held that im-
provement in the results of cerebral surgery was to be
souglht for in earlier operations, and that to tllis end earlier
diagnosis,- which could only come about from extended
knowledge of cerebral function, was essential.
The experimental work, done between 1884 and 1891, in

conjunction with Schafer, Beevor, Semon, Spencer, and
Gotch, is tabulated and analysed in such a manner as to
present the salient results of each researclh, and their
interdependence, in a readily assimilable form. It is

astonislhing to learn that all this was going on concurrently
witlh the work on rabies and the thyroid gland, as well as
with active p-ofessional practice. Mr. Paget calls the period
from 1884- to 1900 "the wonderful years." Wondeiful
indeed they were, for in them was well and truly laid,
upon the solid basis of experimental physiology, the foun-
dation of the surgery of the nervous system. This all too
brief, but nevertheless clear, summary ot the' research
work leads up to the record of what he accomplished
for practical surgery. When Horsley was appointed
surgeon to the National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, Queen Square, the surgery of the brain and
spinal cord, as distinguished from that of -the skull and
vertebral column, was in its infancy. Sir Williami
Macewen and Arthur Barker had operated for cerebral
abscess, and Godlee for tumour of the brain, but "*e can

count on our fingers thie cases of modern brain srtrgery'
recorded in our surgical literature up to the ti&ie of
Horsley's appointment at Queen Square." His first opera-
tion at Queen Square, in 1886, was for epileppy resulting
from an old injury; Hlghlings Jackson and Ferrler *ere
present. "Horsley -iemoved the scar in the ,rainh, d Xth
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surrounding brain substance, to a depth of 2 cm. The
wound healed welL; the mental condition was improved,
aid the fits ceased."
From that time onwards he rapidly enlarged the field

of neurological surgery. The operation of laminectomy
ap now usually practised is Horsley's; his was the first
deliberate operation for the removal of a tumour com-
pressing the spinal cord; the operation of ligaturing the
internal jugular vein for septic thrombosis of the lateral
sinus was planned by him. A year before William Rose's
bold pioneer attempt to remove the Gasserian ganglion
Horsley had "in one case divided tthe trigeminal nerve
close to the brain, between the base of the brain and
the Gasse'tian ganglion." He afterwards practised what
is. usually known. as the Hartley-Krause operation for
removal of the ganglion, and no one who was privileged to
see him perform one of these operations is likely to forget
his astonishing dexterity. Paget says, " No surgeon will
ever surpass him in skill and judgement over this very
difficult operation, and in the earlier years none was equal
to bhim." He was the first to venture to attack tli(
pituitary body, wliich he approaclhed by the temporal
ronte; the palliative operation for relief of pressure in
cases of irremovable cerebral tumour, now known as
decompression, was worked out by him. These pioneer
operations, any one of which miglht be thought enough for
fame by most surgeons, by no means exhaust the account
of what practical surgery owes to Horsley.
He was endowed witlh all the gifts wlichl make a good

operator; skill in the use of tools, quickness: devoid of
hq,ste, resource in difficulty, and that attitude of mind
whlich allowed no detail of technique to be considered
beneath hlis notice. All this contributed to his many
undoubted successes in a field wlhere success is, from the
nature of the cases, harder to win than in many another
special branch of surgery. One of the many secrets of
his success is to be found in the fact that "he never lost
hold, in special urgery, of general surgery."
Of his published works, the Address in Surgery at the

Toronto Meeting of the British Medical Association in
1906 is considered by Mr. Paget to. be amongst the most
important. In it Horsley reviewed the whole field of
brain,surgery in t4ie light of his own experience, extending
over twenty years. He emphasized the fact that the
prinqiples of cerebral surgery which he had advanced
twenty years ear) ier were based, upon experiments on
animals, and that since then furthqr experimental research
on animals 'bad confirmed and extended these principles.
He discuss' d thle appropriate time for surgical interven-
Lion in intca.;ranial disease; the significance of "optic
neuritis" in conditions of increased intracranial pres-
sure, and the certainty with which blindness from
that cause could be averted. by the. "simple pro
ceeding of opening the dura mater," and his own
views as to the localizing value of 'the incidence of the
neuritis. The technique of cerebral operations was also
fully entered into, and explicit reasons were advanced for
each detail concerned, including the method of inducing
anaesthesia and the means of avoiding shock, besides
many lesser, though still important, matters.
For the most part Mr. Paget writes with judicial fairness,

but the reader cannot help feeling sometimes that he adopts
the tone of counsel for the defence rather than of judge, and
mi so doing occasionally seems to bring weak points into
undue prominence. To certain calumnies he gives the lie
direct, as when he justly denounces as " brutal nonsense
the " gossip that Horsley was in a hurry to operate, and
would even operate for the sake of operating." Through-
out the book we get a good impression of Horsley's per-
sonal charm, his generosity, his care for his patients, and
his love of animals. " The young men who worked with
him in hospital wards and physiological laboratories .
found him keen to help them, lavish of his gifts, enjoying
to advise and guide them' in their work so that it should
tell to the best advantage, not for him, but for them."
He "spent himself with superb 'extravagance"; he
"played his life for all it was worth; there is nothing
that he kept back from us, there is nothing that lie
feared."

THE WAn.
Dr. W. H. 'WILLCOX, C.B., C.M.G., who served with

Horsley la. Egy.pt and Gallipoji, and was consulting
physician with the British Forces in Mesopotamia when

Horsley was consulting surgeon, has written the following
review of the later chapters, in wlhich Sir Victor Horsley's
services during the war are related:
A very interesting account is given of his war service, and

the letters published contain many local touches portraying
his love of nature and hi-c human interest in the everyday
life of those around him. Horsley possessed in a remarlc-
able degree tlje qualities of fearlessness, disregard of self
and personal comfort, tireless industry and personal charn,,
to which perhaps might be Added the sporting instinct or
love of adventure. All these qualities were exemplified by
his services during the war.
In a recent letter the distinguished American surgeon,

Dr. W. W. Keen, speaks of " The sad loss to Science and to
Medicine specially, and in fact to the World, by the deatih
of Victor Horsley. I hiad known him ever since tle
Congress of 1881, so that my intimate knowledge covered
almost forty years. I know of no one who has advanced
Surgery more than he. It was a great mistake, it seems
to me, ever to have allowed him to go into the Field
anywhere, but especially into the climate of Mesopotamia.
In his Laboratory he would have been worth ten men
at the Front." But Horsley could not remain at home
without, as he wrote in one of his letters, "eating his
heart out in enforced idleness." He felt that there was
pressing need of expert surgeons near the fighting line
where the necessary operative treatment couldbe carried
out before septic complications had set in. It was only
later in the war that the army authorities, as the xesult of
experience, realized the importance of this.
Horsley was on the staff of the 3rd London General

Hospital; it was mobilized early in August, 1914, and he
worked lhard for its organization and equipment. There
was, hiowever, little surgical work to be done there during
thle first few weeks of the war, and a plethora of
surgical specialists on its staif. He clhafed for more active
work, and as early as August 12th, 1914, applied for
transfer to the active service list. On March 28thi, 1915,
he left for France, being in charge of the Surgical Division
of No. 21 British General Hospital as Major R.A.M.C., and
after a shlort period of service there was transferred with
his hospital to, Egypt in May, 1915.
In July, 1915, he was given a wider sphere for his

activities,-being made consulting surgeon with the rank
of Colonel A.M.S. His tireless energy and wide outlook
on things extended their influence over the whole sphere
of operations, and he fearlessly called attention to the
needs not only of the Medical Department but of the
troops in general. October, 1915, was spent in visiting
Mudros and Gallipoli, during which period he was exposed
to muclh personal privation and danger. His expert advice
and help were of inestimable value, and his fine example
of disregard of danger and hardships acted as a great
stimulus and encouragement to the medical officers who
were doing their utmost under most trying and difficult
conditions.

After the evacuation of Gallipoli there was less pressing
need of his services in Egypt, and he wishied for a more
active sphere. At that time the needs of Mesopotamia
were becoming manifest, and the testimony of the wounded
who were being evacuated home through Egypt made
Horsley realize that he might do much to rectify the
great defects in tlle medical arrangements in that field
of war. We accordingly find him volunteering for service
in Mesopotamia, though he knew full well the obvious
lhardships and dangers to which he would most certainly
be exposed. On Marclh 25th, 1916, he arrived in Boibay.
While in India he did much to stimulate the authorities
with regard to the medical needs of Mesopotamia, and his
advice was fully appreciated and acted upon. He reached
Basrah on April 16th, 1916, and it is characteristic of him
that within a few days he was at the front making a
personal investigation of the actual surgical needs in the
fighting line.
His lettersfrom Amara in May and June, 1916, graphic-

ally describe the climatic discomforts and hardships of
the campaign. He told a colleague, however, that he did
not feel personal discomfort from the intense heat, but
thought that it did himgood. His letters show also how
much he felt the pressing needs of the force in Meso-
potamia and the steps lie took in endeavouring to improve
the trying conditions. He spoke in the highest praise of
the self-denying and splendid work done by all the medieal
officers in Mesopotamia, and made it known to the world
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that they did all that could possibly lhave been done with
the means at their disposal.
His indisposition of July 14th, 1916, culminating in a

fatal attack of heatetrokegon the evening of July 16tlh, are
related. It was a tragic misfortune that this calamity
should thus have occurred, for it wes known that he had
intended to leave Amara,for India early in July in order to
use his influence at head quarters there to improve the
conditions- in Mesopotamia. He delayed hiis departure
in order to meet the Army Commander who was coming
up river.

It has been said that Horsley needlessly exposed
himself to the fierce climatic con-ditions of Mesopotamia,
relying on his abstention from alcohol as a safeguard.
This is untrue. I was closely associated with him as a
colleague in Mesopotamia, and can state that during this
period there was a very great deal of pressing consulting
work which demanded attention. There was a deficiency
of transport in thie shape of motor care and launches, and
these* were not available for consultants at that time, so
that the choice had-to be made between " inaation or doing
one's dutrwith risk of heatstroke." It need not be said
which course Horsley adopted. Duringf the mornings lhe
visited the hospitalsat Amara, of necessity walkingseveral
miles in the intense lheat in order to do the work which
kemanded Is}s attention, and there is not -the leasb doubt
that thiiwexposure caused the fatal aittack of ieat:liyper
pyrexia.

Horsley nobly did his duty, and thereby gave up his
hfe for his country.

OBITER SCRIPTA MEDICI MILITARIS.
Tnos3 who have often turned with relief from some
technical article to Sir R. FIRTH'S thoughtful writings in
the Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps will give a
hearty welcome to the seventy-five essays now collected in
a book with the title The Mwibsngsof an Idle Man.' It- is
dedicated-to his old comrades and to the memory of the 568
officers and 4,634 other ranks of the Royal Army Medical
Cbrps who gave their lives for Iiing and country in the
great war of 1914-1918. These pleasantly written medita-
tions were begun to while away the tedium of long railway
journeys,in India, were continued in France and at home,
an&coveruaperiod of some eigit years. Thesubject matter
is-varied and' touches on ethics, evolution, idiosyncrasies,
manners, morals, philosophy, mysticism, sociology, and*
other topics. The tone is subdued and reflectstlhe calm
and, kindliness that should come with the experience
of the fleeting years; and is well illustrated in Sir Robert
Piriti's modest thoughts " on being superannuated," and
by his remarks "on death." Tliough written by a dis-
tinguished- medical officer, these essays are not professional
any more than P. G. Hamerton's writings on Human
Intercourseand The Intellectual Lift, which they' somelhow
recll, deal-wit1hart-and etching; their soothiing tone will
serve to correct the worries of the hard-pressed practitioner,

2 Musings of ant Idle Mant. By Colonel R. H. Firth, K.B.E., C.B.
London: John Bale. Sons, and Danielsson, Ltd. 1919. (Cr. 8vo
DTM xii+360. 7g. 6d. net.)

NOTES ON BOOKS.
THE issue of Medical Science8 for February contains
reviews of recent literature on diseases of the respiratory
system, cardio-vascular diseases, extradural suberanial
dermoid cysts, the surgical measures for empyema of the
thorax, diverticula of the bladder, and the representation
of the bladder in the cerebral cortex, together with
abstracts of papers in various departments.

Psychologies,' by Sir RONALD Ross, is a collection of five
poems in the dramatic form, and their tragic effect is
derived less from the concourse of external events than
from the reaction of human characters in moments of
emotional intensity. In our judgement the best poem is
" Evil": it is truly dramatic; there is a definite unveiling
of character and a crescendo of emnotions, but told with
restraint, irony, and pathos. The whole series is dis-
1 iiiguished, and!the verse, although not rising to any great
heights of poetic imagery, is always admirably suited to
the subject, and its quality is, in places, faintly reminiscent
of the old ballad literature. There is vigorous underlying

8AAnnual subscription, 21s.; a single number, 2s.
Pavekolooies. By Sir Ronald Ross. London: John Muirray. 1919.

(Cr. 8vo, p)p. 69. 2s. 6d. net.)

force, wlhich often rises to the surface and gives great
beauty to the words, and although it is the chords of pity
and terror that are heard, and not thoseX of sweetness and
joy, they are always struck with firm. touch. Sir Ronald
Ross in his brief preface promises more, and the hope may
be expressed that he will keep his word.

The fifth edition of FRIE.DENWALD and RunRX'sDisD
in Hlealtt and Disease5 provides the reader with a large
and comprehensive book on the subject, full of facts,
figures, tables, and percentages that should enable him
to devise diets of great variety to suit persons and patients
of all classes. The first 360 pacges deal with the principles
of dieting, the nature of various foods and beverages, and
special methods of feeding. The rest of the book deals
with diet in diseases of all sorts, with special chapters on
army and navyrations, diets in public institutions, recipes,
food values, and the like. The auithors discuss impartially
the many diets they set out in-their pages, and appear to
be commendably free from dietetic fads and fancies,
leaving the reader to draw his own conclusions un-
prejudiced.

Evening Play Centres for Children,6 by JANET PENROSE
TREVELYAN, sketches the origin and. development of the
play-centre movement. In a well written and concise
form it gives (letails that should be valuable to the
many local authorities and other agencies which are
about, to start new centres. Descriptions are given of
nearly a hundred suitable hall and playground games.

5Diet in Health and Disease. By Julius Friedenwald, M.D., Pro.fessor of Gastro-enterology in the University of M!aryland School of
Medicine and College of Physicians and Surgens, Baltimore. andJohn Ruhrab. M.D., Professor of Diseasesof Child en inthe Univer-
sity of Maryland School of Medicine and College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Baltimore. Fifth edition, reset. PhiladAelphia and
London: W.B.SaundersCo..Ltd. 1919. (Med.8vo,pp 919. -25s.net.)
6EvenigagPlaV7 Centres/fo. C7&ildrent. ByJanetW enrose Ttevelyan.Preface by Mrs. Hismphry Ward. London: Methuen and Co. 1920Q(Cr. 8vo. pp.-xvii-+ 177; 12 lllusti-tiorn. So. net.)

RO:YAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
AT the meeting of tlhe committee held on February 10th
seventeen cases were considt-red and £183 2s. voted to
fourteen of thte applicants. The following is a, summary
of some of the-cases relieved:
Widow, aged 38, of M.D.Dubl. Applicant is a trained nurse,

but is-unable to work at present on account of ill health of self
and ohild. Pays 5s. a week rent for one room. Relieved four
times, £29. Voted £10.
Widow, aged 38, of L.R.C'P.Rdin. who died in 1917. Hasbeen living on her capital, which is now entirely exhanted..

Has three childreni, aged 12, 10, and 4, and is witlhout means.
Relieved once, £10. Rent 17s. for two rooms. Voted £5 and a
special grant of £2 2s.
Daughter, aged 58, of F.R.C.S.Eng. who died in 1890. Has I1O

income. She receives £13 from the Guild. Rent 4s. a week.
Relieved fourteen times, £136. Voted £18-in four instalments'
Daughter, aged 57, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who died in 1877. Appli-

cant receives £18 from dividends and£2l from another'oharity
Does a, little needlework occasiona-ily. Rent 10s. 6d. for two
rooms. Relieved four times, £38. Voted £18 in twelve instal.menlts.
Daughter, aged 61, of M.D.Lond. who died in 1868. Acts as

housekeeper, or does a little nursing when her health permits.
Receives £26 from another charity, and £12 from friends. Rent
10s. a week for one room. Relieved six times, £36. Voted;£12
in twelve instalments, and aspecial grant of £2.
Widow, aged 70, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who died in. 1906. WaBileft

unprovided for with six children; four of them are now
married, and are unable to help. Eldest daughter is a teacher,
and pays the rates and taxes, £22; the other daughter helps
at home. Applicant takes in boarders. Rent £38. Relieved bvthe Fund many years ago, and again in 1913, when she was
granted £12. Voted £10.

Subscriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurer,
Sir Charters J. Syrnonds, C.B., F.R.C.S., at 11, Chandos
Street, Cavendish Square, London, W. 1.

Tlle Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild is over.
whelmed, in these days of exorbitant prices for clothing
and household necessaries, with applications for coats and
skirts for ladies and girls holding secretarial posts and
suits for working boys. Tlhe Guild appeals for second-
hand clothes and household articles for the benefit of the
widows and children who, in happier times, would not
have needed assistance. The gifts should be sent to the
Secretary of the Gtiild. 43. Bolsover Street, W.L
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